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Ejaculates are fundamental to fitness in sexually reproducing animals: males gain all their direct fitness via the
ejaculate and females require ejaculates to reproduce.
Both sperm and non-sperm components of the ejaculate
(including parasperm, seminal proteins, water, and
macromolecules) play vital roles in postcopulatory sexual selection and conflict, processes that can potentially
drive rapid evolutionary change and reproductive isolation. Here, we assess the increasing evidence that considering ejaculate composition as a whole (and potential
trade-offs among ejaculate components) has important
consequences for predictions about male reproductive
investment and female responses to ejaculates. We review current theory and empirical work, and detail how
social and environmental effects on ejaculate composition have potentially far-reaching fitness consequences
for both sexes.
The mix matters
Male animals typically transfer complex ejaculates
(see Glossary) that contain more than just sperm. Semen
components can include seminal fluid proteins or peptides
(Sfps), salts and sugars, defensive compounds, lipids,
water, and microbes [1]. Despite this complexity, sperm
have been the major focus of many studies of strategic
male investment in the ejaculate [2], and ‘ejaculate’ and
‘sperm’ are frequently used synonymously in the literature.
However, non-sperm components of the ejaculate perform
a vast array of functions: they are often essential for
fertility, regulating sperm storage and usage, and can
strongly impact fitness in both sexes, through effects on
female physiology, behavior, immunity, and life history, as
well as by biasing the outcome of competition between rival
males [1,3–5] (Figure 1). Thus, to make biologically realistic predictions about the resources males should invest in
ejaculates, and how females should respond to them, we
need to understand the causes and consequences of variation in not only overall ejaculate investment, but also the
component parts of the ejaculate. That is, we need to
understand ejaculate composition.
Ejaculate composition has the potential to play a key
role in the evolutionary ecology of mating and reproduction. This is because ejaculate components are likely to
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differ in their costs to males, and might trade off against
one another, and because females are likely to display
different responses to variation in specific ejaculate components [3]. Moreover, the sex-specific costs and benefits
associated with differently composed ejaculates are likely
to vary with the social and ecological context, creating
selection for plasticity in ejaculate composition. Thus,
the composition of the ejaculate might have profound
effects on both male and female fitness, and variation in
ejaculate composition at different levels (between copulations, between males, between environments, and between
populations and species) could play an important role in
shaping mating behavior, reproductive physiology, and the
evolutionary dynamics of these traits.
In this review, we bring together data from a range of
fields to assess the importance of ejaculate composition in
evolutionary ecology, considering both theoretical (Box 1)
and empirical studies, and reviewing new technologies and
practical methods (Box 2), as well as potential applications
(Box 3). We evaluate the evidence that (i) males are capable
of adaptively modifying ejaculate composition; (ii) male
and female condition shapes ejaculate composition, and
(iii) ejaculate composition and female mating patterns
coevolve and shape mating systems (Box 4). Many of the
Glossary
Assisted reproductive technology (ART): techniques used in both humans and
nonhuman animals to assist in achieving pregnancy through artificial means.
Condition: the pool of resources that an individual has available to allocate to
trait expression; influenced by both genetic and environmental variation.
Ejaculate: ejaculated seminal fluid.
Ejaculate composition: the relative abundance of components (e.g., sperm,
Sfps, etc.) that comprise the ejaculate.
Ejaculate exploitation: the process whereby males mating with a mated female
can take advantage of the ejaculates of her previous mates, enabling strategic
reduction in one or more ejaculate components.
Nuptial gifts: material (usually edible) transferred from males to females
before or during mating.
Parasperm: a morphologically distinct sperm caste that is incapable of
fertilization.
Polyandry: a mating system whereby females mate with multiple males.
Receptivity: the willingness of an individual to mate.
Refractory period: a period after mating during which females are unreceptive
to male mating attempts. Female refractoriness is often induced by Sfps in
insects.
Seminal fluid: male-produced fluid, usually containing sperm, ejaculated
during mating.
Seminal fluid proteins (Sfps): proteins produced in male reproductive organs
and transferred in the ejaculate.
Sperm competition: competition between the sperm of two or more males to
fertilize ova.
State: the variable characteristics of an organism, including age, mating
history, health, and parasite infection status.
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Figure 1. Differential male allocation to ejaculate components can be influenced by, and have influences upon, a wide array of factors [1,4]. The large arrow, containing the list of
ejaculate components, represents the transfer of ejaculate from male to female; black arrows indicate relations between factors and individuals. In composing ejaculates, males
are likely to be sensitive to their own state as well as that of their mate and of individuals in the wider sociosexual environment. These factors provide information about the
reproductive value of their mate, future mating opportunities, and reproductive competition, and theory predicts that males should strategically adjust ejaculate composition to
maximize reproductive returns in response to these variables (Box 1). The resulting composition of the ejaculate can, in turn, influence the fitness of the mating male and female,
other individuals in the population, and even sexually transmitted parasites and pathogens (STPs) and endosymbionts. Many effects on male fitness, such as progeny
production and sperm competition success, occur via the female. The particular ejaculate components that influence each female response vary among taxa; for example, both
sperm and seminal fluid proteins (Sfps) can influence female fecundity, remating, sperm storage, and sperm competitiveness [1].

examples we use are drawn from insects, reflecting the
taxonomic bias in empirical studies of ejaculates, but the
hypotheses apply broadly.
Polyandry and ejaculate composition
Polyandry is pervasive among animals and sets the stage
for selection on ejaculate composition through sperm competition, sexual conflict, and cryptic female choice [6–8].
The risk of sperm competition selects for investment in
ejaculate components that function to reduce competition
either directly, through effects on sperm storage and usage
and displacement of rival sperm, or indirectly, by inhibiting female remating or stimulating fecundity to maximize
paternity before a female remates. Evolutionary conflict
between the sexes might likewise shape the evolution of
ejaculate function; for example, through components that
advance female reproductive schedules or delay remating
at the expense of female longevity or investment in future
offspring. Although conflict over the effects of ejaculate
components is possible, it is generally not known whether
females experience a net fitness benefit or cost [6,9–12].
Females might also create strong selection on ejaculate
composition in polyandrous species depending on the extent to which fertilization is biased by composition;
however, there is currently little known about how ejaculate composition might influence such female-mediated
postcopulatory selection.

Sperm competition
Theory predicts that males should modify ejaculate composition in response to the risk or intensity of sperm
competition (Box 1). Many studies have shown that males
modify sperm allocation at mating in response to cues of
sperm competition [2], with consistent patterns in vertebrate and invertebrate taxa [13,14]. However, these studies generally report sperm numbers alone and, as a result,
it is typically not known whether males adjust the composition, or simply the overall volume, of their ejaculates.
Intriguingly, a recent meta-analysis showed that, although
males transfer larger ejaculates to virgin compared with
mated females, males do not consistently transfer more
sperm to virgins [14]. This suggests that non-sperm ejaculate components, and overall composition, often change in
response to the perceived risk of sperm competition.
In fact, some case studies are consistent with this
hypothesis. Male moths, Heliothis virescens, alter their
ejaculate composition in response to female mating status, transferring larger spermatophores but equal sperm
numbers, to previously mated females, indicating greater
allocation to non-sperm components [15]. Further indirect evidence comes from male voles, Myodes glareolus,
which develop larger accessory glands (but not testes) in
the presence of other males [16], and from male fruit flies,
Drosophila melanogaster, which alter the expression ratios of genes encoding Sfp in response to the presence of
415
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Box 1. Ejaculate composition in theory

rival males in the pre-mating environment [17]. In the
black goby, Gobius niger, males adopt either a parental or
sneaking behavior and consequently face variable or
consistently high sperm competition, respectively. Their
investment in both ejaculate-producing tissues and ejaculates reflects this: parental males invest more in seminal vesicles and mesorchial glands and less in testes,
relative to sneakers, and their ejaculates contain more
mucins and fewer sperm [18].
These adjustments in ejaculate composition in response
to cues of sperm competition might be adaptive if they
result in male fitness benefits, such as increased paternity.
However, there have not yet been direct tests of this
hypothesis.
Ejaculate exploitation
An interesting consequence of female polyandry (and a
potential driving force behind plasticity in ejaculate composition) is ejaculate exploitation. Theory predicts that, in
sequentially mating internal fertilizers, male seminal
fluids that remain in the female reproductive tract from
previous matings should be exploited by later-mating
males [19,20] (Box 1). For example, when the seminal
fluids of earlier-mating males protect the sperm of rival
416
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Three recent models investigate how selection should act on ejaculate
composition, given distinct functions for different ejaculate components and production trade-offs among them [20,70,71]. These
models assume that greater investment in sperm yields greater
paternity (i.e., by ‘purchasing tickets’ in a sperm competition raffle),
whereas increased investment in non-sperm ejaculate stimulates
female fecundity. Given these assumptions, as sperm competition
increases, a male should invest more in sperm and less in fecundityenhancing ejaculate components.
However, optimal ejaculate composition depends strongly on how
ejaculate components function [70]. When ejaculate components not
only function in the above ways, but also influence success in sperm
competition (i.e., by influencing the degree of bias in sperm competition raffles) [70], the predictions for overall ejaculate investment and
composition depend strongly on which ejaculate components influence sperm competitiveness (Figure IA,B). If sperm numbers increase
sperm competitive success, then males that already have an advantage
in sperm competition (e.g., last males to mate in species with last-male
sperm precedence) should invest more in all ejaculate components,
compared with disadvantaged males. However, when non-sperm
components enhance sperm competitiveness, favored males should
invest less in sperm and more in non-sperm components [70].
Optimal ejaculate composition also depends on mating order [20].
When males are able to detect their place in the sequence of the mates
of a female, later males can take advantage of the investment by an
earlier male in fecundity stimulation and transfer ejaculates containing
relatively more sperm and fewer fecundity stimulants [20] (Figure IC,D).
Changes in ejaculate composition are expected to have consequences for optimal female remating rate that, in turn, influence
optimal ejaculate composition [20]. When ejaculates greatly stimulate
female fecundity, females experience selection to increase remating,
which feeds back on optimal ejaculate composition: sperm competition is intensified and generates selection for investment in sperm
rather than in fecundity stimulants [20] (see also [71]). This prediction
results from a model in which male investment per ejaculate is fixed,
relative allocation to sperm and non-sperm evolves, and ejaculate
investment does not entail costs for males. The field would benefit
from future models that integrate these approaches to incorporate
male–male competition and male–female coevolution, life-history
trade-offs, and the evolution of both overall ejaculate investment and
ejaculate composition.
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Figure I. The optimal ejaculate composition for males varies with ejaculate
component function, male advantage in sperm competition, female remating
rate, and male mating order. (A,B) Males at an advantage in sperm competition
(blue) invest more in sperm (A) than in non-sperm seminal products (B) when
sperm investment enhances sperm competitiveness, but vice versa when
seminal products enhance sperm competitiveness. By contrast, males at a
disadvantage in sperm competition (red) invest more in sperm than in seminal
products regardless of sperm competitiveness function. (C,D) Males should
allocate less to fecundity-stimulating ejaculate components: (i) as the
probability that females remate increases; (ii) when these components
increase fecundity only weakly (C) compared with strongly (D); and (iii) when
a male is second to mate with a female (gray lines) compared with being the
first to mate (black lines; no sperm precedence is assumed). Light-gray shading
indicates greater investment in fecundity stimulation than in sperm; dark-gray
shading indicates the reverse. Reproduced, with permission, from [70] (A,B)
and [20] (C,D).

males [21], later-mating males can reduce allocation to
sperm-protecting seminal components. Direct tests of this
hypothesis are currently lacking. However, ejaculate exploitation might also play a key role in externally fertilizing species with alternative mating tactics. In the grass
goby, Zosterisessor ophiocephalus, sneaker males benefit
from the sperm-velocity and fertility-enhancing effects of
territorial male seminal fluid [22]. Because sneaker males
always encounter territorial male seminal fluid when ejaculating, sneaker males might exploit the seminal fluid of
territorial males to achieve maximal sperm performance.
Ejaculate exploitation can also occur when ejaculate
components ‘switch on’ female responses, such as egg
production or feeding, such that subsequent ejaculates
have no further effect [23]. Later-mating males should
reduce investment in these components because female
responses are already maximally stimulated. In female
D. melanogaster, fecundity and refractoriness are elevated
after one mating, and a second mating does not further
increase fecundity, but does induce continued refractoriness [24]. Consistent with ejaculate exploitation, males
transfer less ovulin [accessory gland protein 26Aa
(Acp26Aa)], a seminal protein that stimulates fecundity,
to mated females than to virgins, but males transfer
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Box 2. Methods for measuring ejaculate composition
Ejaculate quantity
Gross ejaculate composition can be assessed by combining
ejaculate mass or volume with measures of at least one ejaculate
component. In some species, whole ejaculates can be collected to
measure [30,72], but the collection method itself can affect
composition [73,74]. Ejaculates collected directly from males might
not be identical to transferred ejaculates because males modify
ejaculates in response to mating circumstances, and ejaculates
collected from females can be modified in the female reproductive
tract [4]. When ejaculate collection is impractical, indirect measures
of ejaculate quantity include weighing males or measuring the
volume of male organs before and after mating [40,75], although
these methods should ideally use control males that are capable of
mating but not transferring ejaculate.
Quantifying sperm versus non-sperm
Quantifying both sperm and overall ejaculate quantity yields an
estimate of relative allocation to sperm versus non-sperm. This is a
potentially powerful approach, given that techniques for sperm
quantification are well developed, and recent methods (real-time
quantitative PCR and spectrophotometry) promise to further ease
sperm quantification [30,76].
Chemical composition
Biochemical techniques can determine the chemical composition of
ejaculates, in terms of water, lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins
[24,36,77–80]. These measures can be used as proxies for ejaculate
quality: cholesterol and sugar levels correlate with sperm function in
some species [78,80], and protein quantity is often correlated with
ejaculate effectiveness [36,77,79].
Sfps
Gene expression studies have proved useful in identifying potential
Sfps; for example, EST screens have identified highly expressed loci
in male reproductive organs [81]. Once the Sfp transcriptome is
characterized, Sfp expression can be tracked individually using
quantitative PCR [17], or en masse using microarrays or RNA
sequencing. However, these approaches do not examine the
proteins actually transferred to females, and mRNA levels may not
correspond to protein quantity [82,83]. To look directly at protein,
mass spectrometry can be used to identify Sfps in any organism
where genomic or transcriptomic data are available and sufficient
ejaculate can be obtained [84,85]; isotopic labeling can identify Sfps
transferred to females [84]. Sfps can then be quantified with ELISAs
for proteins with highly specific antibodies [24,79,86], and new
quantitative proteomics methods promise protein quantification in
non-model organisms [87]. However, mRNA and protein quantities
do not always correspond directly to post-mating phenotypes [83],
and functionally characterizing individual Sfps remains challenging,
particularly for non-model organisms.

similar levels of sex peptide (Acp70A), a protein that
induces refractoriness, to mated and virgin females [24].
These results are consistent with the idea that ejaculate
components, even specific seminal proteins, come with
production or transfer costs and that males carefully regulate investment in ejaculate components.
Condition and state
Female condition and state
The fitness returns to males from investment in different
ejaculate components are likely to vary with female condition and state. In particular, female responses to fecundity
stimulation and receptivity inhibition, as well as female
sperm selectivity, can vary with female nutritional condition [12,25,26] and age [27]. Males should adjust ejaculate
composition depending on the form of female response, and
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Box 3. Practical applications of ejaculate composition
research
A key challenge is to move from basic research on ejaculate
composition to applications that solve practical problems. Potential
areas for practical applications include insect pest management
[3,4,88], captive breeding of animals for aquaculture, agriculture,
and conservation [5,89], assisted reproductive technology (ART) [5]
and assisted insemination, reproductive health diagnostics [90], and
contraception for humans and nonhuman animals. A first step is to
identify specific components of the seminal fluid that could be
manipulated to effect changes in sperm performance or in female
reproductive physiology or behavior (in the case of insects). In
mammals, specific Sfps are known to promote sperm storage and
ovulation in the mated female [91] and, in insect pests, specific Sfps
are associated with regulating female sperm storage [92], egg
production, feeding and mating activity [3,4], and pheromone
synthesis [88]. Increased functional understanding of specific
components of the ejaculate will improve our ability to identify
targets for practical applications.
Manipulation of ejaculate composition will be accomplished
differently depending on the taxonomic group and the purpose. In
captive breeding of mammalian species, storing and transferring
sperm with specific fertility-promoting seminal plasma components
could potentially increase the success of artificial insemination [89].
Similarly, ART might be more successful if women are exposed to
specific seminal plasma components before, or at the time of,
attempted conception [5,89]. For insect pest management, the
amount of specific Sfps that a male transfers to females can be
manipulated in lab-reared insects through transgenesis [93].
Transgenic strains could potentially be used in conjunction with
the sterile insect technique to suppress populations.
In addition to the above manipulations, the quality of individual
ejaculates can be changed through altering the actual or perceived
environment of a male, an effect that is potentially mediated by
changes in ejaculate composition [2,79]. For example, a protein-rich
diet can increase the effectiveness of male Queensland fruit flies at
promoting sperm storage and inhibiting remating [94]. In humans,
treatment of male infertility could potentially be improved by
collecting ejaculates under conditions of perceived sperm competition [95]. Such manipulations could represent simple and inexpensive methods of applying basic ejaculate composition research to
practical applications.

male investment in an ejaculate component should be
positively associated with female sensitivity to that component and threshold for response [28].
Female condition or state might also influence the level of
ejaculate competition that a male faces, with the implications for adaptive ejaculate composition discussed above. If
the mating rate of a female depends on her condition or state
(through changes in either receptivity or attractiveness),
then females of different condition will vary in both mating
history and the number of expected future matings. When
females in good condition attract more mating attempts
[25,29], males mating with these females should invest more
in receptivity-inhibiting components to avoid ejaculate competition. Although this prediction has yet to be directly
tested, there is considerable evidence that males tend to
invest more sperm in females of greater reproductive value
[14]. In the fowl, Gallus gallus, dominant males transfer to
more attractive females larger ejaculates with seminal fluid
components that increase sperm velocity [30], strongly suggesting a difference in composition. Understanding similar
effects in humans and other key species could play an
important role in developing practical applications from
ejaculate composition research (Box 4).
417
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Box 4. Ejaculate composition, female remating, and mating
system evolution
Male ejaculate strategies and female remating are expected to
coevolve in ways that shape mating system evolution across
populations and species. In particular, female remating rates should
influence the evolution of ejaculate composition: as average remating
rate increases, males mate more frequently, experience stronger
sperm competition, and might be selected to reduce allocation to
fecundity-stimulating ejaculate components or to increase allocation
to receptivity-inhibiting components (Box 1). Although this prediction
has not been directly tested, there is evidence that female remating
rate is correlated with male ejaculate investment across species in
some insects [72,96]. Moreover, experimental enforcement of monogamy in Drosophila melanogaster results in males that are less able to
inhibit female remating [97], suggesting that relaxed selection to
inhibit female remating results in reduced investment in receptivityinhibiting ejaculate components.
In turn, variation in ejaculate composition and in female
responses to ejaculate components could underlie divergence in
female remating among populations and closely related species. If
this is the case, then genetic variation underlying ejaculate
composition and female responses could provide the raw material
for the rapid evolution of differences in remating among populations. Recent studies have begun to address this prediction by
testing whether population-level variation in female mating frequency is related to variation in ejaculate size [98] or to levels of
individual ejaculate components [99]. However, at present, we know
little about the extent of variation in ejaculate composition among
populations, or how the balance of components within an ejaculate
influences female remating propensity.
Variation in ejaculate composition might contribute to reproductive
isolation through effects on mate choice. Variation in female remating
rate has traditionally been interpreted without regard to the quality of
potential male mates. However, it is plausible that changes in
remating propensity reflect changes in female mate selectivity [100].
In other words, ejaculate components termed ‘receptivity inhibiting’
might be ‘selectivity enhancing’ by raising the threshold of male
quality or stimulation that females require to mate. If this is the case,
then variation in the amount of selectivity-enhancing ejaculate
components might be associated with variation in the selection that
female choice exerts on male traits. Over time, such ejaculate-induced
selectivity could result in reproductive isolation among populations
and, thus, could contribute to speciation.

Male condition and state
Male condition and state should influence optimal ejaculate composition both directly, through the ability of the
male to invest in costly ejaculate components, and indirectly, through effects on future mating opportunities and
the level of ejaculate competition.
In general, high-condition males should produce ejaculates enriched in components that are more costly to
produce or store, when increased investment in these
components yields fitness payoffs [31]. Although little is
known about relative ejaculate component costs, a unique
study in bed bugs, Cimex lectularius, demonstrates a productive approach [32]. The study established the minimum
stores of sperm and seminal fluid that male bed bugs
require to mate, and examined how both components
became depleted in sequential matings. Seminal fluid
limited remating before sperm did, suggesting that seminal fluid is more costly [32]. This study highlights the
difficulty with using replenishment rate alone to assess
costs: males replenished seminal fluid faster than they did
sperm, but not fast enough to compensate for greater
seminal fluid transfer at each mating.
418
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Indirect evidence from D. melanogaster and the stalkeyed fly, Cyrtodiopsis dalmanni, is also consistent with
more rapid depletion of seminal fluid than of sperm [33,34]
and, in other insects, ejaculates become depleted of lipid or
protein content after multiple mating [35,36]. Male moths,
Choristoneura rosaceana, transfer less refraction-inducing
substance after recently mating compared with virgin
males, suggesting that these substances are costly [37].
Additional data on depletion rates of ejaculate components
of known function would now be particularly useful to test
whether ejaculate composition is best predicted by components costs versus function (Box 1). Data on relative depletion and replenishment rates of ejaculate components are
also important for understanding which components males
can rapidly alter in response to the sociosexual environment. For example, spermatogenesis can take days or
weeks depending on sperm length [38], whereas there is
greater potential for rapid replenishment of non-sperm
components [39]. Furthermore, low-condition males often
transfer ejaculates with relatively high water content
[40,41], consistent with the idea that water is a low-cost
ejaculate component in nonarid environments.
Although males in good condition should invest more in
ejaculates overall, better male condition will often increase
mating success [42]. As a result, poor-condition males with
fewer expected matings might transfer a greater quantity
of costly ejaculate components in each mating compared
with high-condition males, reversing the usual conditiondependent prediction and highlighting the need to also
measure male mating opportunities. This prediction
applies to any aspects of male state that influence future
mating success (e.g., age [43], reproductive strategy [18],
and social status [42]).
Male condition can also influence adaptive ejaculate
composition by modulating ejaculate competition; for example, low-condition males face increased ejaculate competition if their mates discriminate against their sperm or
remate more quickly [44,45]. Theory predicts that this
should lead low-condition males to invest more in sperm
and less in fecundity-enhancing ejaculate components
(Box 1). Consistent with this prediction, male ladybird
beetles, Adalia bipunctata, in poor nutritional condition
transfer smaller ejaculates that nonetheless contain more
sperm compared with males in good condition [40].
A recent study provides intriguing evidence that male
age and mating experience affect ejaculate composition in
D. melanogaster [46]. As males age and accumulate matings, secondary cells from the accessory glands separate
from and migrate along the epithelium. Remarkably, aged
mated males, but not young, naı̈ve males, transfer these
cells to females in the ejaculate, demonstrating a change in
ejaculate composition. A signaling pathway that is required for normal behavior of these cells is also required
for males to induce refractoriness in females, raising the
interesting hypothesis that the transfer of these cells is
adaptive.
It is likely that the effects of male and female condition
on ejaculate composition will often be interdependent, such
as when there is assortative mating by condition, or when
females modulate their mating behavior and, thus, the
level of ejaculate competition, based on their own condition
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or that of their mate. This highlights the need for theory
that considers the allocation of ejaculate components in
response to the condition of both sexes.
The evolution of ejaculate composition
Because ejaculate composition should impact female fitness, coevolution between ejaculate composition and female traits is expected (Boxes 1 and 4). Such coevolution is
expected through two pathways: ejaculate composition
might track female reproductive traits evolving under
natural selection, or the sexes might coevolve in response
to each other. Several ejaculate traits (e.g., sperm traits
[47–50] and ejaculate mass [51]) do coevolve with female
traits in both vertebrates and invertebrates, making it
likely that ejaculate composition also coevolves. In fact,
surveys in mammals and birds have found that sperm
concentration increases with indices of sperm competition
[52,53], which can be correlated with variation in female
traits, such as remating rate. This kind of sexual coevolution might contribute to evolutionary change in mating
systems (Box 4).
An open question is the extent to which allocation to
distinct ejaculate components is free to evolve independently. Strong genetic correlations among ejaculate traits
would imply at least short-term constraints on the evolution of ejaculate composition, with negative correlations
implying trade-offs among components. Studies have begun to investigate genetic correlations among ejaculate
traits, especially sperm characteristics [54,55], and findings range from no detectable genetic correlations [56]
to positive [57,58] and negative correlations [57,59,60].
For example, spermatophore mass and sperm viability
are positively genetically correlated in the cockroach
Nauphoeta cinerea [57], whereas sperm velocity and length
are negatively correlated in the zebra finch Taeniopygia
guttata [58]. These results suggest that studies investigating genetic and phenotypic correlations among ejaculate
components would be worthwhile.
Future directions
The recent developments we have highlighted make it
clear that there are many exciting questions to address
about ejaculate composition, and that both theoretical and
empirical efforts are required.
Theory
We identify three areas in which theoretical development
would be particularly valuable. First, empirical studies
show that ejaculate component function is complex and
context dependent, such that female responses to ejaculate vary with female mating history [23,24] and nutritional state [12]. This sets the stage for adaptive
plasticity in ejaculate composition in response to these
contexts that will be difficult to interpret without formal
modeling. A second and related need is for coevolutionary
models that incorporate evolution in female responses to
ejaculate components and subsequent changes in ejaculate composition. Finally, we need models that investigate condition dependence in ejaculate composition both
when ejaculate components differ in production costs
and when female responses to ejaculate components
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are condition dependent, particularly when condition is
positively correlated between mates.
Empirical directions
Progress in understanding adaptive ejaculate composition
requires studies in five areas.
First, very few studies examine how ejaculate component function changes with female state and condition. Yet,
ejaculate components can have profoundly different effects
depending on female state [12], suggesting that we need
these data, as well as data on the dose dependence of
female responses, to understand adaptive ejaculate composition (Box 1).
A second gap is in the assessment of relative physiological costs of producing ejaculate components. As we
have discussed, many predictions for adaptive ejaculate
composition rely on these relative costs, and early
attempts to measure them suggest that differences in
costs can determine which ejaculate components limit
male remating rate [32]. We therefore urge a more detailed empirical assessment of relative costs. Promising
approaches include measuring the relative depletion and
replenishment rates of ejaculate components [32], using
calorimetry to measure energy expenditure on distinct
components [61], and, when males produce components in
discrete stages, measuring metabolic expenditure during
each stage [62].
Third, we need studies that measure how variation in
ejaculate composition affects male and female fitness
[63]. We need direct tests of whether plasticity in ejaculate composition is adaptive for males and, to achieve
this, we ideally need to measure the fitness of males
that are experimentally prevented from altering their
ejaculate composition. In turn, the sign of effects on
female fitness can strongly influence predictions about
adaptive ejaculate composition through sexual coevolution (Box 1).
Fourth, we currently do not know the extent of constraints on ejaculate composition, both in terms of adaptive
plasticity and evolutionary change. Valuable data would
include tests of adaptive predictions (Box 1), the strength of
genetic correlations among components, and the extent of
variation in ejaculate composition among populations. The
latter are needed to test the role of ejaculate composition in
reproductive isolation among populations (Box 4), along
with data on how composition influences postcopulatory
selection.
Finally, a challenge in testing adaptive hypotheses
about ejaculate composition is the need to separate male
and female influence. Females can potentially control
sperm storage and usage [7] and this control might extend
to ejaculate transfer and composition. For example, in
species where ejaculate components are transferred in a
fixed order, females can differentially accept components
by strategically terminating copulation. Testing this hypothesis requires characterizing the sequence of ejaculate
transfer, testing for female termination of copulation, and
measuring the effects of termination on ejaculate receipt
and female fitness. Furthermore, the possibility of cryptic
female choice based on ejaculate composition is an intriguing area for future study.
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Third-party interests
Ejaculate composition might be shaped in part by the
evolutionary interests of third parties. The fitness of sexually transmitted parasites and pathogens, as well as endosymbionts, can potentially be influenced by ejaculate
composition through effects on the likelihood of transmission, remating rates of their male host and his mates, and
mate fecundity. There is abundant evidence that parasites
and endosymbionts can influence host mating behavior
[64] and ejaculate properties [65–67], and the potential
for effects on ejaculate composition is a promising area for
future research.
Promising systems
An obvious starting point for investigating adaptive ejaculate composition is the classic systems of postcopulatory
interactions (e.g., Drosophila spp. fruit flies, G. gallus
fowl, Scathophaga stercoraria dungflies, and Tribolium
castaneum flour beetles). These species are well characterized for patterns of sperm competition and the mechanisms underlying them, and in D. melanogaster, there is
already evidence for adaptive plasticity in ejaculate composition in response to female mating history [24]. For
testing how sperm competition influences composition
(Box 1), systems with alternative male mating strategies
are ideal because they offer identifiable classes of male
that consistently face different levels of sperm competition
and, thus, are likely to face strong selection to adjust
adaptively their ejaculates.
On a practical level, species with external ejaculate
transfer are attractive because they avoid the potential
problems of ejaculate collection associated with internal
transfer (Box 2). These species include those in which
males deposit ejaculates into the environment at large
[68] or target ejaculates to specific females after precopulatory interactions. For example, male plethodontid salamanders deposit spermatophores onto the substrate
after courting females [69], making it possible to test
how manipulating female characteristics and the presence of rival males affects the entire ejaculate. Tettigoniid
orthopterans represent another intriguing system because ejaculates are easily detached from the female
immediately after copulation [9].
Concluding remarks
Theory predicts that males should adjust the composition
of their ejaculates to maximize reproductive gains at mating. The next steps for theory are to develop models predicting adaptive ejaculate composition in a wider range of
contexts and incorporating costs to males and sexual coevolution. Empirically, there is already some direct evidence and a great deal of indirect evidence for adaptive
adjustment in ejaculate composition. Perhaps the biggest
challenge now is to provide direct tests of predictions from
theory, and to assess the effects of plasticity in ejaculate
composition on fitness, sexual coevolution, and divergence
among populations and species. There are numerous biological systems and new technologies (Box 2) that provide
exciting opportunities for investigating the evolutionary
ecology of ejaculate composition, and the abundant sperm
competition literature provides a valuable starting point
420
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for this work. The major effects that variation in ejaculate
composition is likely to have on male and female fitness,
sperm competition, sexual conflict, and reproductive evolution make this endeavor worthwhile.
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